FOLK ANIMALS QUILT

These richly embroidered blocks are the perfect touch to any whimsical space! Inspired by the fusion of vibrant color palettes and floral motifs seen in folk art, these 18 mix-and-match quilt blocks and their complementary blocks will promise a beautiful quilt however you arrange them. From a sweet little squirrel to a deer or an owl, there’s a forest friend in this quilt for all nature lovers.

Each of the blocks features folded fabric borders incorporated right into the designs, so each critter will be perfectly framed for your quilt!

MERRY MYLAR

Add a little touch of Christmas magic to your next project with these flourishing holiday designs! Mylar has always been a fun medium to work with. Created from the same material as those shiny balloons spotted at birthdays, mylar can be found in sheets made specifically for embroidery designs. Snag a pack of some holiday shades and start stitching!

This collection of 15 holiday-themed designs take their beautiful florishes and curls from the styles seen throughout Rosemaling and Scandinavian folk motifs. Using a combination of standard appliqué and pops of shiny mylar, each design is sure to dazzle.
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CHRISTMAS VILLAGE QUILT

This whimsical winter scene is sure to bring about some festive feelings to all who see it! Inspired by our original quilting collection, Village Quilt, this color-block-style Christmas quilt will have you wanting to roast chestnuts on a fire and set out the stockings.

These 20 quilt blocks contain beautifully illustrated homes, perfectly adorned in festive decor. Each house will come to life as you place down their appliqué foundations, then watch as rich, embroidered accents and a variety of stitch types are added over top. From candles in the windows to ornaments on the trees, no details are skimped in this charming and classic Christmas quilt.

Available in Australia from:
EARLY MAY ENTERPRISES PTY LTD
PH: 07-3353-4709 www.emee.com.au

YULETIDE SKIRT

Tree skirts have been a timeless addition to holiday decor in countries across the globe. Believe it or not, the skirt itself had a practical purpose at its beginning! The early beginning of Christmas tree decorating is believed to have started in Germany, where they hung bows and placed candles throughout the tree to bring holiday cheer to the home. Something was needed to catch falling candle wax and thus, the tree skirt was born!

Our tree skirt features multiple quilting techniques for you to decorate every tree in every corner of your house!